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Hanse 345
Boat Type: Cruiser

OVERVIEW

FIRST-CLASS CRUISERS

We always aim to ensure that each of our creations is the fastest cruising yacht in her class. The internationally

renowned designers at judel/vrolijk & co. have achieved this again with the HANSE 345. Perfectly balanced, she has

a high degree of stability and can be sailed safely in all weathers. And, yes, she’s really quick too!

Stress-free handling comes as standard with HANSE. You can sail the HANSE 345 short handed if you wish, as the

helmsman can operate the sheets, halyards and reefing lines from astern. The spacious cockpit is free of ropes,

giving your fellow passengers room to relax.

Outstanding performance and innovative design. The Hanse 345 has been named boat of the year in a number of

countries.

HANSE sets trends as we are always working to improve our yachts. At the same time, our focus remains on user-

friendliness and functionality as we adhere strictly to the ‘form follows function’ principle. 



HANSE is the creator of the Individual Cabin Concept. We use this system to build you a customised yacht that is

comparable to a custom yacht, but at a series production price. 

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Hanse Boat Type: Cruiser

Model: 345 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2017 Hull Type: Monohull

Category: Sail   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 34.00 ft Draft - max: 6 ft 1 in - 1.85 meter

LOA: 34 ft 1 in - 10.39 meter Bridge Clearance: 51 ft 7 in - 15.72 meter

Beam: 11 ft 5 in - 3.48 meter Dry Weight: 13640 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 42 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 60 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: 1 Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

PERFECTLY EQUIPPED

Dual controls - as standard, naturally

Sail single-handedly if you like

HANSE innovation: Integrated self-tacking jib

All lines are concealed as they run towards the back

Anchoring at the touch of a button

Folding mast steps

A spacious, comfy cockpit

A large bathing platform

 

PERFECT TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL



A real navigation area

Flat companionway

Two extra berths

Intelligent light management

 

A SURPRISING AMOUNT OF SPACE

Perfectly designed living space

Truly space for two in the aft cabins

No compromises: The pantry

Lighting creates a warm ambience

Well-lit double cabins in the bow

Perfectly illuminated

One aft cabin, or two

Owner’s berth at the front

Gently sloping companionway

Stylish washbasin

Spacious head with shower
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